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Abstract—Lack of sufficient and complete training data is
one of the most prominent challenges in the problem of facial
age estimation. Due to appearance similarity of the faces at
close ages, the face images at the neighboring ages may be
utilized while learning a particular age. As a result, the training
images for each age are boosted without actually increase the
total number of training images. This is achieved by assigning
a label distribution instead of a single label of the chronological
age to each face image. The label distribution should accord
with the tendency of facial aging, which might be significantly
different at different ages, e.g., the facial appearance during
childhood and senior age generally changes faster than that
during middle age. In this paper, two adaptive label distribution
learning (ALDL) algorithms, IIS-ALDL and BFGS-ALDL, are
proposed to automatically learn the label distributions adapted
to different ages. Experimental results show that the ALDL
algorithms perform remarkably better than the compared state-
of-the-art algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

Facial age estimation has recently become an active re-
search topic in pattern recognition. Inspired by the vast poten-
tial applications in age-specific human-computer interaction,
electronic customer relationship management, security control,
surveillance monitoring, etc [7], many algorithms have been
proposed for facial age estimation in recent years. For example,
Lanitis et al. [16], [15] represented the aging pattern by a
quadratic function and proposed the Weighted Appearance
Specific (WAS) method and the Appearance and Age Specific
(AAS) method. Geng et al. [9], [8] proposed the AGES
algorithm, which learns a subspace from the aging pattern
vectors. Fu et al. [6], [5] applied multiple linear regression
to the discriminative aging manifold. Guo et al. [12] proposed
a locally adjusted robust regressor for age estimation. Yan et
al. [24] used semidefinite programming to solve a regression
problem with nonnegative label intervals for age estimation.
Ni et al. [18] proposed a robust multi-instance regression
method to model the age estimator. Guo et al. applied the
Biologically Inspired Features (BIF) [14] and the Kernel Partial
Least Squares (KPLS) [13] regression to age estimation. Chang
et al. [3] transformed an age estimation task into multiple
cost-sensitive binary classification subproblems, and solved
the problem with the Ordinal Hyperplane Ranking (OHRank)
algorithm. Chen et al. [4] used a cumulative attribute to learn
a regressor for age estimation.

Although a lot of algorithms have been successfully applied
to facial age estimation, many challenges still remain in this
problem. Perhaps one of the most prominent challenges is the

lack of sufficient and complete training data due to difficulties
in collecting data over a large span of time. Fortunately,
the faces at close ages look quite similar since aging is a
slow and gradual process. This prompts us to utilize the face
images at neighboring ages when modeling a particular age.
As described in our previous work [10], [11], the idea can
be implemented by assigning a label distribution (LD) rather
than a single label of the chronological age to each face image.
The label distribution covers a certain number of neighboring
ages, representing the degree that each age describes the
corresponding face image. As a result, each face image can
contribute to the learning of not only its chronological age, but
also the neighboring ages. In such way, the training images for
each age are boosted without actually increase the total number
of training images.

However, the label distribution for each face image is not
available in the original training data and must be generated
with proper assumption and training. It has been observed
that the facial aging process could be significantly different
at different aging stages. From birth to adulthood, the main
change is the craniofacial growth [21], during which the face
size gets larger and the head shape changes gradually. From
adulthood to senior age, the main change is the skin aging
[1], during which the skin becomes darker and wrinklier. The
speed of facial aging is also variable. Generally speaking, the
change of facial appearance during the childhood and senior
age is more apparent than that during the middle age. As an
example, Fig. 1 shows the face images of Albert Einstein in
three age ranges, i.e., 0-20, 20-50, and 50-76, which roughly
correspond to three aging stages including childhood, middle
age and senior age, respectively. As can be seen, Einstein’s
face changes more apparently in 0-20 and 50-76 than in 30-50,
which indicates that the facial aging speed during his childhood
and senior age is faster than that during his middle age. How
to generate label distributions that accord with such tendency
of facial aging is crucial to achieve good performance. This
requires the algorithm to be able to learn the label distributions
adapted to different ages. For this purpose, two adaptive
label distribution learning (ALDL) algorithms, IIS-ALDL and
BFGS-ALDL, are proposed in this paper to automatically learn
a proper label distribution for each age, and estimate the facial
age based on the adapted label distributions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the concept of adaptive label distribution learning is intro-
duced and two ALDL algorithms for facial age estimation
is proposed. After that, the experimental results are reported
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Fig. 1: Facial Appearance Aging of Albert Einstein in Different Age Ranges

and analyzed in Section III. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section IV.

II. ADAPTIVE LABEL DISTRIBUTION LEARNING

A. Problem Formulation

For a face image x, its label distribution is defined as a
vector containing the description degrees of a certain number
of neighboring ages. The description degree of the age y is a
real number dy,x ∈ [0, 1] representing the degree to which y
describes x. For a face image x, the description degrees of
all ages involved in the label distribution sum up to 1, i.e.,∑

y dy,x = 1, which means that using all ages can always
fully describe the face image.

The label distribution of a face image at the chronological
age α should satisfy the following two properties. First, the
description degree of α is the highest in the label distribution.
Second, the description degrees of the neighboring ages de-
crease with the increase of the distance away from α. Among
many possible choices satisfying the above two properties, the
label distribution following a discretized Gaussian distribution
centered at the chronological age α might be a suitable one,
i.e.,

dy,x =
1

σ
√
2πZ

exp

(
− (y − α)2

2σ2

)
, (1)

where σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution,
and Z is a normalization factor that makes sure

∑
y dy,x = 1,

i.e.,

Z =
1

σ
√
2π

∑
y
exp

(
− (y − α)2

2σ2

)
. (2)

Fig. 1 also shows some examples of the label distributions
generated by Eq. (1) above the face images. The standard
deviation σ controls the shape of the label distribution at each
age. On the one hand, for those ages where facial appearance
changes faster, e.g., the ages within 0-20 or 50-76 in Fig. 1,
the neighboring ages can contribute less to the learning of
the chronological age. Thus, σ should be smaller, resulting in
sharper label distributions. On the other hand, for those ages
where facial appearance changes slower, e.g., the ages within
20-50 in Fig. 1, the neighboring ages can contribute more to
the learning of the chronological age. Thus, σ should be larger,
resulting in smoother label distributions. In this sense, label
distribution adaptation means finding proper σ for each age.

Label distribution shares the same properties with probabil-
ity distribution, i.e., dy,x ∈ [0, 1] and

∑
y dy,x = 1, thus, many

theories and methods from statistics can be borrowed to deal
with label distributions. For example, the description degree
dy,x can be represented by the form of conditional probability
mass function (p.m.f.), i.e., dy,x = p(y|x). Then, the problem
of adaptive label distribution learning for facial age estimation
can be formulated as:

Let X = R
q denote the image feature space

and Y = {y1, y2, · · · , yc} denote the finite set
of possible ages. Given a training set S =
{(x1, α1), (x2, α2), · · · , (xn, αn)}, where xi ∈ X
is the feature vector of a face image, αi ∈ Y is
the chronological age of xi. The goal of adaptive
label distribution learning is to learn a conditional
probability mass function p(y|x) (x ∈ X , y ∈ Y)
from S, which can generate a label distribution
adapted to the chronological age of the given face
image x.

Suppose p(y|x) is a parametric model p(y|x; θ) with θ as
the parameter vector, and the label distributions of the training
face images are defined by Eq. (1). Given the training set S,
the goal of ALDL is to find the θ that can generate label
distributions similar to those created by Eq. (1), where the
standard deviation is adapted to the chronological age of each
training image.

B. ALDL algorithms

According to the formulation of ALDL given in Sec-
tion II-A, there are two targets to be optimized. One is
the parameter vector θ in the conditional probability mass
function. The other is the standard deviation σ in Eq. (1). These
two targets can be optimized alternatively, as the flowchart
shown in Fig. 2. The original training set is first initialized
by Eq. (1) with the same standard deviation at every age,
i.e., σ0

α = σ0, ∀α ∈ Y , where σ0 is a predefined initial
standard deviation, say, σ0 = 3. After initialization, each
training image xi is associated with an initial label distribution
D0

i = [d0y1,xi
, d0y2,xi

, · · · , d0yc,xi
], which is calculated by

d0yj ,xi
=

1

σ
√
2πZ

exp

(
− (yj − αi)

2

2(σ0
αi
)2

)
, j = 1, 2, . . . , c. (3)

Next, in each outer iteration k, i.e., the LD adaptation
iteration, the first step is to find a θ that can generate
label distributions most similar to Dk−1

i . If the Kullback-
Leibler divergence is used to measure the similarity between
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Fig. 2: The flowchart of the ALDL algorithms.

distributions, then the best parameter vector in iteration k is
determined by

θk = argmin
θ

∑
i,j

dk−1
yj,xi

ln
dk−1
yj ,xi

p(yj |xi; θ)

= argmax
θ

∑
i,j

dk−1
yj ,xi

ln p(yj |xi; θ). (4)

Assume p(y|x; θ) to be a maximum entropy model [2], i.e.,

p(yj |x; θ) = 1

Λ
exp(

∑
r

θyj ,rx
r
i ) (5)

where Λ =
∑

j exp(
∑

r θyj,rx
r
i ) is the normalization factor,

xr
i is the r-th feature of xi, and θyj,r is an element in θ

corresponding to the age yj and the r-th feature. Substituting
Eq. (5) into Eq. (4) yields

θk = argmax
θ

∑
i,j

dk−1
yj ,xi

∑
r

θyj,rx
r
i −

∑
i

ln
∑
j

exp(
∑
r

θyj,rx
r
i ). (6)

The maximization problem of Eq. (6) can be solved by a
strategy similar to Improved Iterative scaling (IIS) [20]. The
θ is initialized by the result of the last outer iteration k − 1,
i.e., θk,0 = θk−1, and θ0 is a predefined initial parameter
vector, say, a zero vector. Then, in each inner iteration l of
the optimization, it updates the current estimate of parameters
θk,l−1 to θk,l = θk,l−1 + Δ, where Δ maximizes a lower
bound to the change of the target function. As proved in
[11], the element of Δ, δyj,r, can be obtained by solving the
equation∑

i

p(yj |xi; θ
k,l−1)xr

i exp(δyj ,rs(x
r
i )#(xi))

−
∑
i

dk−1
yj ,xi

xr
i = 0, (7)

where #(xi) =
∑

r |xr
i | and s(xr

i ) is the sign of xr
i . Eq. (7)

can be solved by nonlinear equation solvers, such as the
Gauss-Newton method. This process is called label distribution
learning (LDL) in our previous work [10], [11].

After the LDL step, the conditional p.m.f. p(y|x; θ k) is
obtained. Thus, the label distribution of each training image
xi can be predicted as p(y|xi; θ

k). According to the predicted
label distribution, the age of xi can be estimated as α̂i =
argmaxy p(y|xi; θ

k). The absolute error of each age estimate
is then calculated by ei = |αi − α̂i|, and those predicted label
distributions with an absolute age estimation error lower than
the MAE (mean absolute error) of the whole training set, i.e.,
MAE = 1

n

∑
i ei, are selected as the training set for fitting

the standard deviation σ to each age.

The selected label distribution predictions are divided into c
subsets by their chronological ages, i.e., the examples in each
subset have the same chronological age. Suppose the image
index set corresponding to the subset of the age α is denoted
by Iα, and the label distributions of the images indexed by Iα
are all generated with the same standard deviation σα, i.e.,

dyj ,xm =
1

σα

√
2πZ

exp

(
− (yj − α)2

2σ2
α

)
, (8)

where m ∈ Iα and j = 1, 2, . . . , c. Then the best σα should be
the one that can generate a label distribution most similar to
the predicted label distributions in the subset. If the Kullback-
Leibler divergence is again used to measure the similarity
between two distributions, then

σk
α = argmin

σα

∑
m∈Iα

∑
j

dyj ,xm ln
dyj ,xm

p(yj |xm; θk)
,

s.t. σα > 0. (9)

Substituting Eq.(8) into Eq.(9) yields a nonlinear programming
problem, which can be effectively solved by the log barrier
interior-point method [23].

After σk
α is determined for every age in Y , the label

distributions of all training images are updated with the new
standard deviation σk

α to get Dk
i . Finally, the training set

with the updated label distributions Dk
i is sent into the LDL

step again to start the next outer iteration k + 1. The whole
process repeats until the MAE difference between two adjacent
iterations is less than a predefined threshold ε. This algorithm
is denoted by IIS-ALDL.
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In the iterations of IIS-ALDL, the LDL step based on the
optimization similar to IIS is most time-consuming. It has
been reported in the literature [17] that IIS often performs
less efficiently than several other optimization algorithms such
as conjugate gradient and quasi-Newton methods. Here we
follow the idea of a quasi-Newton method BFGS [19] to
further improve IIS-ALDL. In detail, denote the negative target
function of the optimization in Eq. (6) as

T (θ) =
∑
i

ln
∑
j

exp(
∑
r

θyj,rx
r
i )−

∑
i,j

dk−1
yj ,xi

∑
r

θyj,rx
r
i . (10)

In the inner iteration l, consider the second-order Taylor series
of T (θ) at the current estimate of the parameter vector θ k,l−1:

T (θ) ≈ T (θk,l−1) + (∇T (θk,l−1))′Δ+
1

2
Δ′H(θk,l−1)Δ,

(11)
where Δ = θ − θk,l−1, ∇T (θk,l−1) and H(θk,l−1) are the
gradient and Hessian matrix of T (θ) at θk,l−1, respectively.
The minimizer of Eq.(11) is

Δl = −H−1(θk,l−1)∇T (θk,l−1) (12)

The line search Newton method uses Δl as the search direction
pl = Δl and updates the parameter vector by

θk,l = θk,l−1 + αlpl (13)

where the step length αl is obtained from a line search
procedure to satisfy the strong Wolfe conditions [19]:

T (θk,l−1 + αlpl) ≤ T (θk,l−1) + c1α
l(∇T (θk,l−1))′pl, (14)

|(∇T (θk,l−1 + αlpl))′pl| ≤ c2|(∇T (θk,l−1))′pl|. (15)

where 0 < c1 < c2 < 1. The idea of BFGS is to avoid
explicit calculation of H−1(θk,l−1) by approximating it with
an iteratively updated matrix B, i.e.,

Bl = (I − ρlsl(ul)′)Bl−1(I − ρlul(sl)′) + ρlsl(sl)′, (16)

where

sl = θk,l − θk,l−1, (17)
ul = ∇T (θk,l)−∇T (θk,l−1), (18)

ρl =
1

slul
. (19)

Thus, the computation of BFGS is mainly related to the first-
order gradient, which can be obtained through

∂T (θ)

∂θyj,r
=

∑
i

exp (
∑

r θyj ,rx
r
i )x

r
i∑

j exp (
∑

r θyj ,rx
r
i )
−
∑
i

dk−1
yj ,xi

xr
i (20)

Based on previous studies [17], the BFGS-based ALDL al-
gorithm stands a good chance of outperforming the IIS-based
algorithm IIS-ALDL. This improved algorithm is denoted by
BFGS-ALDL.
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Fig. 3: Typical Aging Faces in the MORPH Database

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Methodology

The data set used in the experiments is the MORPH
database [22]. It is one of the largest aging face databases
publicly available, which contains 55, 132 face images from
more than 13, 000 subjects. In average, there are 4 face
images per subject. The ages of the face images range from
16 to 77 with a median age of 33. MORPH is a multi-
ethnic database, where about 77% are African faces, 19%
are European faces, and the remaining 4% includes Hispanic,
Asian, Indian and other races. Some typical aging faces in this
database are shown in Fig. 3. The features extracted from the
face images are the Biologically Inspired Features (BIF) [14].
The dimensionality of the BIF vectors is further reduced to
200 by Marginal Fisher Analysis (MFA) [25].

For the ALDL algorithms (BFGS-ALDL and IIS-ALDL),
the label distribution of each face image is initialized as
a discretized Gaussian distribution (Eq. (1)) with its mean
at the chronological age and standard deviation of 3. The
convergence threshold ε for both BFGS-ALDL and IIS-ALDL
is set to 0.02. After the optimal model parameter vector θ ∗
is learned from the training set, the predicted age for a test
image x′ is determined by y∗ = argmaxy p(y|x′; θ∗). In order
to show the effectiveness of label distribution adaptation, the
non-adaptive version of BFGS-ALDL and IIS-ALDL, denoted
by BFGS-LDL and IIS-LDL, are also tested, which directly
apply the LDL step to the initialized label distribution without
further adaptation.

Several existing algorithms for facial age estimation are
compared as the baseline methods, which include KPLS [13],
OHRank [3], AGES [8], WAS [16], and AAS [15]. Some
conventional general-purpose classification methods are also
compared, which include kNN (k-Nearest Neighbors), BP
(Backpropagation neural network), C4.5 (C4.5 decision tree),
and SVM (Support Vector Machine). For all the compared
algorithms, several parameter configurations are tested and the
best results are reported. KPLS uses the RBF kernel with the
inverse width of 1. For OHRank, the absolute cost function and
the RBF kernel are used. For AGES, the aging pattern subspace
dimensionality is set to 20. In AAS, the error threshold in the
appearance cluster training step is set to 3. For kNN, k is set
to 30 and Euclidean distance is used to find the neighbors.
The BP neural network has a hidden layer of 100 neurons
with sigmoid activation functions. The parameters of C4.5 are
set to the default values of the J4.8 implementation. SVM is
implemented as the ‘C-SVC’ type in LIBSVM using the RBF
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TABLE I: MAE of the Algorithms

Method MAE

BFGS-ALDL 4.34± 0.10
IIS-ALDL 4.43± 0.05
BFGS-LDL 4.78± 0.08
IIS-LDL 5.67± 0.15
KPLS 6.15± 0.12
OHRank 6.28± 0.18
AGES 6.61± 0.11
WAS 9.21± 0.16
AAS 10.10± 0.26
kNN 9.64± 0.24
BP 12.59± 1.38
C4.5 7.48± 0.12
SVM 7.34± 0.17
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Fig. 4: CS of the Algorithms at the Error Levels 0-10

kernel with the inverse width of 1.

As suggested in [8], the performance of the age estimation
algorithms is measured by MAE (Mean Absolute Error), i.e.,
the average absolute difference between the estimated age and
the chronological age, as well as CS (Cumulative Score) at
the error levels 0-10, i.e., the accuracy rate when “correct
estimation” is defined as the estimation with an absolute error
no higher than the error level. The algorithms are tested
through the 10-fold cross validation. The average performance
and the standard deviation over the 10 folds are recorded as
the experimental results.

B. Results

Table I shows the MAE of all compared algorithms, and
Fig. 4 shows the CS curves of the algorithms at the error
levels from 0 to 10. As can be seen, the ALDL algorithms
(BFGS-ALDL and IIS-ALDL) perform significantly better
than all other compared algorithms. Specially, BFGS-ALDL
and IIS-ALDL perform remarkably better than their non-
adaptive versions BFGS-LDL and IIS-LDL, respectively. In
detail, the average MAE of BFGS-ALDL is 9.2% lower than
that of BFGS-LDL, and the average MAE of IIS-ALDL
is 21.9% lower than that of IIS-LDL. The CS of BFGS-
ALDL is constantly higher than that of BFGS-LDL. Their
performance difference is even greater at the higher error
levels. Similar result can be observed for the CS curves of
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Fig. 5: MAE Variation of the ALDL Algorithms w.r.t. the
LD Adaptation Steps

IIS-ALDL vs. IIS-LDL, and the superiority of IIS-ALDL
over IIS-LDL is even greater. This illustrates the effectiveness
of the label distribution adaptation process in the ALDL
algorithms. Also, the comparison between the BFGS-based
algorithms (BFGS-ALDL and BFGS-LDL) and the IIS-based
algorithms (IIS-ALDL and IIS-LDL) shows clear advantage
of the former. In addition, the computational complexity of
the BFGS-based algorithms is much less than that of the IIS-
based algorithms, e.g., the time consumption of BFGS-ALDL
is around 1/9 of that of IIS-ALDL in the experiment. It is also
worthwhile to mention that in either the MAE or CS results,
there is a noticeable performance gap between the four label-
distribution-based methods (BFGS-ALDL, IIS-ALDL, BFGS-
LDL, and IIS-LDL) and the rest single-label-based methods.
This illustrates the effectiveness of using label distributions to
alleviate the problem of insufficient and incomplete training
data.

To reveal the effects of the LD adaptation step (i.e., the
outer iteration k in the ALDL algorithms) on the performance
of the ALDL algorithms, Fig. 5 shows the MAE variation
of the ALDL algorithms with respect to the LD adaptation
steps. Note that the starting point for BFGS-ALDL is BFGS-
LDL, while that for IIS-ALDL is IIS-LDL. The MAE variation
curves of BFGS-ALDL and IIS-ALDL appear to be similar.
Both of them drop rapidly within the first several LD adapta-
tion steps. After that, the performance remain relatively steady
before getting worse with too many LD adaptation steps. This
reveals that the ALDL algorithms usually converge fast, and
too many LD adaptation steps may cause overfitting.

To illustrate the adapted label distributions, the finally
adapted standard deviations σα at the ages α ∈ Y are shown in
Fig. 6 as a gray-scale image. Each block in Fig. 6 represents
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Fig. 6: The Adapted Standard Deviations σα Corresponding to Different Ages

one age, where higher gray scale (lighter) means larger σα,
and further indicates slower facial appearance change. For easy
comparison, a contrast stretching process is performed on the
image to increase the contrast of different blocks, and some key
ages are given under the corresponding gray-scale blocks. Note
that the ages older than 60 are omitted because the training
examples on these ages are too few to get a reasonable result.
Roughly speaking, the σα before 45 is larger than that after
45, which indicates that the facial appearance changes slower
in the age range 16-45 than in the age range 45-60. This is
consistent with the fact mentioned in Section I that the facial
appearance during the early adulthood changes slower than
that during the senior age.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a novel approach to facial age esti-
mation based on adaptive label distribution learning (ALDL).
There are two main targets in ALDL. The first is to create a
proper label distribution for each training face image, which
is adapted to its chronological age. The second is to learn
a suitable conditional p.m.f., which can generate a label
distribution similar to the adapted label distribution for each
face image. In this way, ALDL can not only alleviate the
problem of insufficient and incomplete training data in facial
age estimation, but also accord with the general facial aging
pattern of human beings. Experimental results show that the
proposed ALDL algorithms (BFGS-ALDL and IIS-ALDL)
perform significantly better than the compared state-of-the-art
algorithms for facial age estimation.
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